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Abstract. In this paper we consider ergodic averages obtained by sampling at

discrete times along a measure preserving ergodic flow. We show, in particular,

that if Ut is an aperiodic flow, then averages obtained by sampling at times

n + t„ satisfy the strong sweeping out property for any sequence t„ —> 0 . We

also show that there is a flow (which is periodic) and a sequence t„ —> 0 such

that the Cesaro averages of samples at time n + t„ do converge a.e. In fact,

we show that every uniformly distributed sequence admits a perturbation that

makes it a good Lebesgue sequence.

Let (X, E, m, U) denote a dynamical system, where (X, Z, m) is a prob-

ability space and U = {[/,:? e R} is an ergodic measure preserving flow acting

on X. Let («&)£!, be any increasing sequence of integers and let (tk)k*Lx oe

a sequence of numbers converging to zero. Define the averaging operators Cn

by

CNf(x) = ~iZf(Unk+tkx).
k=\

We will be concerned with the almost everywhere convergence properties of this

sequence of operators.

If the sequence (tk)kLi is chosen to be linearly independent over the ra-
tionals, then using Bourgain's entropy method, Bergelson, Boshernitzan, and

Bourgain showed that these averages can diverge a.e. even for / e L°° [4]. In

fact, using a result of Rosenblatt [9], their result implies that in the case of

an aperiodic flow there is a positive constant 8, which depends only on the

sequence (nk + tk), such that given e > 0, we can take f = Xa for some set

A with m(A) < e and limsupCAr/(jc) > d a.e.
In what follows we shall consider the circle group [0,1) (mod 1). When

there is no ambiguity, we shall simply write [0,1).

Throughout the paper we will use the notation {jc} to denote the fractional

part of x, i.e., {jc} = jc - [jc], Lebesgue measure of a set A will be denoted by

li(A).
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A sequence of operators, Mk, on a probability space is said to have the
"strong sweeping out property" if given e > 0, there exist a set A, with m(A) <

e, such that lim sup Mk%A — 1 a.e. and lim inf Mk%A = 0 a.e.
Clearly a sequence of operators that satisfies the "strong sweeping out prop-

erty" is very badly behaved.
Using results by Jones and Wierdl [7], it is easy to see that in the special case

when (tk) are linearly independent over the rationals, the averaging operators

Cn have the "strong sweeping out property". However, much more is true!

Theorem 1. For any sequence (tk)kLi that converges to zero and any aperiodic

flow, the averaging operators Cn have the strong sweeping out property.

The proof of this fact will consist of first proving a local ergodic theorem on

a special flow on the circle group [0,1) (mod 1), then proving the failure of a

maximal inequality on an interval [0, L) c R, with translation, and finally a

transference of this maximal function property to the setting of a general flow

via a continuous version of the Rohlin lemma. We begin with the following

local ergodic theorem.

Theorem 2. Let (tk)kLx be any sequence that converges to zero, and define the

averaging operators TN by TNf(x) = ^ ££L./({* + tk}) for f: [0, I) ->
[0, 1). Then the operators Tn have the strong sweeping out property.

Remark. Weaker versions of this lemma are known. Bourgain [5] showed that

these operators have unbounded metric entropy and hence fail to converges a.e.

even for / e L°° . Rosenblatt [9] noticed that this implies " 8 sweeping out".

Akcoglu, del Junco, and Lee [1] proved "8 sweeping out" without using the

entropy method. In [3] the methods of Akcoglu, del Junco, and Lee are used to
prove that in fact we have strong sweeping out. We refer the interested reader

to that paper for the proof.

Theorem 3. Let (tk)kLi converge to zero and let (rtjOStli be any increasing
sequence of integers. Define the operators

1   N
7V/« = ^ £/(' + "* + '*)

k=X

for f: R —> R. Then for every e > 0 and K > 0, there is an L > 0 and a set

A c [0, L] that satisfies

(a) p(A)/L < e and

(b) p({t e[0,L): suvn>K f„XA(t) > 1 - £}) > L(l - e)2.

(Here p(A) denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set A.)

Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that |^| < 1. First note that

given e > 0 we can find a set E such that p(E) < e, but such that the operators

Tn have the strong sweeping out property on [0, 1) (mod 1). Define the set P

by Xp = Xe on [0, 1) and extend P so that xp ls periodic with period 1 on
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all of R . Define Xa — XpX[0,l) • Consequently if t e [1, L - m/v - 1) then

1   N 1   N
TnXa(I) = jfY,XA{t + nk + tk) = jjY,*^1 + '*)

k=x fc=i

1   N 1   "
= JV £ XA({t + tk}) =xz2 Xe^ + *k}) = TnXe(x).

k=\ k=X

Because we know supAr>A: TnXe = I a.e. on [0,1) (mod 1), we can find an

integer M so that

p (\    sup   TnXe > 1 - £ >) > 1 - e.
\(K<N<M J)

Select L so large that (L-nM - 2)/L > I -e. Consequently, we have

p(\te[l,L-nM-l):    sup   TnXa> l-e\)
\ I K<N<M )/

>(l-e)(L-nM-2)>(l -e)2L.

Thus the set A satisfies the conditions required for Theorem 3.   D

Proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 1 now follows from Theorem 2 and an application

of a continuous version of the Rohlin tower construction. From the Rohlin

tower construction [8] we know that given £ > 0 and L, there is a set B such

that
(i) the sets UtB are disjoint for t, 0 < t < L, and Y = Uo<«l UtB is

measurable in X.

(ii) m(U0<,<z, UtB) > 1 - £.
(iii) Let Q be the interval [0, L) with Lebesgue measure p and let

cp : B x Q —► Y be the natural bijection defined by cp(x, t) = Utx. Then there is

a measure mg on the set B (which is singular with respect to the given measure

m on X) such that both cp and cp~x are measurable measure-preserving maps

between (B x Q, mj x p) and (Y, m). In particular,

1 -£ < / LdmB(x) < 1.
Jb

LetF = X-[)0<l<LUtB.

Define a function /: X —* X as follows: on each "fiber"

f(U,x) = XA(t)   for 0 < t < L and jc e B,

and / = 0 on F. We have

H/ll, = j f(x)dm(x) = j f(y)dm(y) + f fi(x)dm(x)

- \   \   fi(Utx)dp(t)dmB(x) < I eLdmB(x) < e,
Jb Jo Jb
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and we have

milyeY:   sup   CNf(y) > 1 - £ \ )
\I K<N<M )J

r    [L-nM-X

-hi *{sup^Wl-£}«^*W

> f(l- e)2LdmB(x) > (1 - £)2(1 - e) = (1 - £)3.
Jb

We can now apply a well-known result of del Junco and Rosenblatt [6] that says

that if for each £ > 0 and K, we can find a set A such that sup„>JC C„Xa > 1 -£

on a set of measure at least 1-e, then the sequence Cn has the "strong sweeping

out property".

In order to make the above argument work, it is important to have an aperi-

odic transformation. Otherwise it is not possible to make the necessary Rohlin

tower. In fact, in the periodic case, Theorem 1 is false. We have the following

result.

Theorem 4. Let (X, X, m, U) be the dynamical system consisting of the unit

interval with Lebesgue measure and U the measure preserving ergodic flow

Utx = x + dt mod 1, with 8 irrational. For this dynamical system we can

find a sequence (Pk)kLi wtth the property that lim^oc Pk = 0, pk ^ 0 for any

k, but such that the averages

1   N

k=X

converge a.e. for all f e LX(X).

Theorem 4 will be a special case of the following theorem, which in a certain

sense provides an answer to a question raised in [2].

Theorem 5. Let (Sn)^=o be uniformly distributed in [0, 1). Then there is a se-

quence (en)^=0, £« ¥= 0 for all n, en —> 0, such that (s„ + e„)^=0 is good

Lebesgue, i.e., for all fi e Lx,

1   N f
■y £/({■*+ 5«+e«})-+ / fdp   a.e.

n=0 J

We divide the proof into several lemmas.

Definition 1. The «-tuple (uo,U\, ... , un-i) is called 2m-good if for all dyadic
intervals of order 2m , I = [r/2m, s/2m),

1 "_1 1

i=0

Lemma 1. Let (jc„)~0 be uniformly distributed mod 1. For each integer

m> 1, there exists nx > 1 such that n > nx implies (x„ , x„+i, ... , xi„-i) is
2m-good.

Proof. This follows easily from the definitions.
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Lemma 2. Suppose n = k2m and that the n-tuple (m0, «i, ... , «n-i) is

2m-good. Let (u0, u\, ... , uxn_x) be a nondecreasing rearrangement of

(wo, mi, ... , u„-i). Then

\ - 111 JL    A
"'     [k\ 2"   < 2"1'

Proo/. For 0 < j < 2m ,  note that

£ Xioj/2-)(Ui) > n ( ̂  - ^—r) =kj-^>kj-k = (j - l)k

and, similarly,
n-l

^2xioj/2"){Ui) <(j+l)k;
1=0

thus

u\j-y)k<jfn-   and   "fW^«

whence

2m     - Ujk <    2m   "

It follows that for 0 < r < k,

j-I       i i 7+2
~2^~ ~ UJk+r ~ uU+x)k < ~2m~

and for i = jk + r,  [i/k] = j. Note also that for j - 1,

-   *       2m        2m

hence for 0 < r < fc,  [r/fc] = 0 and u\ < 2/2m . This finishes the proof.   □

Lemma 3. Suppose n = k2m and the n-tuples (uq,u\, ... ,un-\) and

(vo, vx, ... , v„_i) are 2m-good. Then there exists a permutation x of {0, 1,

... , n — 1} such that |m, - v^\ < 4/2m for i = 0, 1, ... , n - 1.

Proof. This result follows immediately from Lemma 2, applied to  («o > "i >

... , m„_i) and (v0,vi,... , v„_i).   □

Lemma 4. Lt?J (m„) be a sequence in [0, 1) and define

1 *-1
W(jc) = -]T/({jc + u,})   fiorfieL1.

i=0

Suppose that Nx < N2 < ■■■ satisfies Ni+X < DN, for some constant D > 0

and that there is a maximal inequality

/iQsup^i/>a})<^||/||,   fiorfeL\.

Then

p({svvANf>ty<C-£\\fi\\i   for fie L\.

Proof. This is easy and well known.
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Proof of Theorem 5. First choose an irrational a e [0, 1) such that the sets

{{(« + l)a} : n = 0, 1, ...} and {sm : m = 0, I, ...} are disjoint. (This is

possible since there are at most countably many a's for which {{(« + l)a} :

n = 0, 1, ...} n {sm : m = 0, 1, ...} # 0.) Set t„ = {(« + l)a). Now define
the increasing sequence of integers

/vf > < JV™ < ••• < JVg> < /vf < Af < ... < JVg>
<---<AT1(m)</V<m) <...<A/^<...

as follows:
If m > 1  and  1 < j < km then JVJJ = 2/VJw), and if j = A:m  then

N[m+l) = 2a£°.

Choose N[^ = no,  an even integer with the property that

n > no   implies   (s„ , sn+i, ... , S2n-\) is 2'-good and

(tn, t„+l, ... , t2„-l) is2'-gOOd.

Assume /v{m) is defined and N,{^ = 2N\m) and choose km > m + 1 large

enough that for 7V,(m+1) = 2^ = 2^/V1(m) we have

n > /V)m+1)   implies   (s„ , sn+x, ... , s2n-x) is 2(m+1)-good and

(r„,rn+1,...,^2n-i)is2(m+"-good.

For m > 1 and 1 < j < km define the block of consecutive integers 5Jm)

of length N(™] :

B(m) = {N(m) ̂    N(m) + 1 } ̂  + 2, ... , 2N(™] - 1}.

By Lemma 3, there is a permutation t (= T^m)) of the block 2?jm) such that

\ti-sx(i)\<4/2m    for ieBfK

With £T(l) = ti - srti), we have

(1) £, # 0   and   |£,| < 4/2m       for all i e Bf].

For m > 1 and 1 < j < km ,  note that if f e Lx then

NJm)-l N{m)-l

(2) Y,  f(x + sn + en)=   Y,  f(x + t")
n=rio n=«o

(since we are summing on complete consecutive blocks BgP) and on each one

of these blocks the sum is independent of the order of summation); note also

that because of (1), we have e„ —> 0.
Because of (2), an application of Lemma 4 now yields the maximal inequality

for the averages

1 N~l

ANfi(x) = — Y,fi(x + Sn+en),       fieL1.
n=0
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Since the sequence (s„ + e„) is also uniformly distributed mod 1, there is

also a dense class—namely, the continuous functions on [0, 1)—for which a.e.

convergence obtains. This completes the proof.   □
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